SEES Winners of the 2017 NYC Brownsfield Scholarship:

Abbey Duncan Brownfield Scholarship Program is an annual program designed to provide financial support to undergraduate and graduate students pursuing careers in the brownfield industry in New York City. The Program is administered by the NYC Brownfield Partnership and is named in honor of Abbey Duncan, an avid environmentalist, talented dancer, and tireless community supporter. The 2017 Scholarships will be one-time awards of up to $2000.

SEES NYC ADB Scholarship Winners:

- Yonatan Rabinovitch (May 2017 graduate - ENSCI BA)
- Nickolas Dubin (ENSCI BS)

SEES Major awards: (Highest major GPA for graduating class)

Environmental Science Award: Yonatan Rabinovitch (BA)
Environmental Studies Award: Mikael Kerr (BA)

Departmental Honors (ENSCI/ENSTUD): (major GPA > 3.5)

Yonatan Rabinovitch (ENSCI BA)
Michael Cho (ENSCI BA)
Anna Turetcaia (ENSCI BS)
Mikael Kerr (ENSTUD BA)
Lloyd Williams (ENSTUD BA)
Dina Pugliesi (ENSTUD BA)

Here is the link to the Brownsfield Scholarship Program: